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Bob Glasson

4/5/21

AMERICAN CONTRACT BRIDGE LEAGUE
ONLINE ETHICAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
PANEL DISCIPLINARY DECISION
Procedural History
On July 22, 2020, National Recorder, Robb Gordon, submitted a Recorder Complaint to
Joe Jones, ACBL Executive Director. The players accused in the Complaint are Keith Harrison
and Joan Webb. The Complaint alleges that these players engaged in a “Pattern of Conduct.” Mr.
Gordon described the Complaint as follows:
“We received a Player Memo from District 9 alleging that this pair (Webb &
Harrison) had been suspected of cheating in live games and are now doing so in
online games. Their online play appeared consistent with having Unauthorized
Information. Independently, BBO subsequently barred this pair for unethical
conduct in their online games.” 1
Mr. Gordon stated that he relied on the following supporting facts in his decision to refer
the complaint to the Charging Party in this matter, Joe Jones, Executive Director of the ACBL:
“Two investigators reviewed sessions from May to August and found an
overwhelming number of examples of blatant cheating in their bids, leads and
defense. Their session scores are routinely incredibly high, and a witness from their
home club is willing to testify that their results are not consistent with their skill
level.”
On February 2, 2021, charges of ethical misconduct under CDR 3.20, Cheating and other
Ethical Violations, were initiated against Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb by Mr. Jones based on the
Complaint submitted by Mr. Gordon.2 The Charge Letter under “Summary of Facts” states:
“The Office of National Recorder received a Player Memo from District Nine,
where the charged parties reside. The complaint alleged that they were cheating
while playing online bridge. Independently, BBO barred them from online play for
cheating.
An ACBL investigation found overwhelming evidence of cheating. The charged
parties’ bids, leads, and defense are consistent with having unauthorized
information.”

1

2

On March 4, 2021, I granted the Charged Party’s request to redact a sentence from the original Complaint.
Pursuant to CDR 10.6, the effective date of the applicable CDR in this matter is May 29, 2020.
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Following the filing of the Charges, the case was referred to OEOC Chairman Jon
Brissman. (See CDR 2.2.8(b)). Mr. Brissman assigned Bob Glasson as Presiding Chair and Brian
Platnick and Greg Humphreys as OEOC panelists to hear this case.
On February 4, 2021, I advised the parties of my appointment as Chair of the OEOC Panel
and that Greg Humphreys and Brian Platnick had been appointed as OEOC panelists and that the
hearing will be held at 11:00 a.m. EST on March 15, 2021 by web-conference using Zoom. I
further advised the parties of the following:
(a) Sabrina Goley is the ACBL Compliance Coordinator and Marilynn Greenberg will
serve as the Advisor to the Panel. Both are neutral parties in the process and cannot
offer an opinion on the allegations or evidence. If you have questions regarding the
procedures set forth in the ACBL Code of Disciplinary Regulations (CDR), you can
direct your questions to them.
(b) Pursuant to CDR 501(K), the Charging Party and each Charged Party has a right to
appoint an Advocate to represent them before the Disciplinary Body at their own cost.
The Advocate shall not be a member of the ACBL Board of Directors. Charging Party
Jones has designated Robb Gordon and Ryan Connors as Co-Advocates. If you
appoint an Advocate, please provide Compliance Coordinator Goley with notification
by email and include the Advocate’s name, phone number and email address. After
such notice is received, the Advocate will be included on all future correspondence
relating to the case, but the parties are responsible for providing their Advocate with
correspondence preceding the notice of appointment. The Charged Parties did not
appoint an Advocate.
(c) The Charged Parties and the Charging Party were advised of their right to challenge
any panel member for cause, such as bias, in accordance with CDR 501(I). I advised
the parties that challenges for cause must be submitted to Compliance Coordinator
Goley in writing by February 24, 2021. No objections or challenges were submitted
by the deadline.
(d) Pursuant to CDR 501(G), I directed the pre-hearing disclosure of available evidence
and the identity of witnesses. The witness list should identify the witness by name and
include a summary of the witness’ expected testimony. I recommended that the
Charged Parties review the Charged Party Tips included in the Notice of Charges
provided on February 2, 2021. I directed the parties to email their pre-hearing
submissions by 3:00 p.m. EST on the following dates to Sabrina Goley in one email
and she will provide each party a copy. The Charging Party’s pre-hearing disclosure
was due by February 18, 2021 and the Charged Parties’ prehearing disclosure was due
by March 4, 2021.
(e) I advised the Charged Parties that they are not required to appear at the hearing and
that failure to appear will not be grounds for discipline.
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The following is Compliance Coordinator Goley’s detailed documentation of her
communications and conversations with the Charged Parties:
1. Mailed Documents
Ms. Webb does not have an email address on file with ACBL and I was unable to obtain
verification from her that Mr. Harrison was permitted to speak on her behalf. Therefore,
the following documents were mailed by USPS with tracking to Mr. Harrison and Ms.
Webb:
Recorder Complaint, Charge Letter and Charged Party Tips mailed on 2/2/2021
Notice of Hearing and Zoom Invite mailed on 2/4/2021
Charging Party’s Pre-hearing Disclosure mailed on 2/19/2021
OEOC packet will be mailed on the date that it is released to the Panel
2. Additional Communication
February 4, 2021, Mr. Harrison advised Compliance Coordinator Goley, during a
phone conversation, that he and Ms. Webb were not interested in participating in the
process. During the conversation, the Charged Parties stated that “they had many
concerns but mostly that they have already been found guilty.” Compliance
Coordinator properly explained to the Charged Parties “that the panel that decides the
case has not been provided with any information relating to the case with the exception
of the Chair. I recommended that they review the Charging Party’s disclosure before
making the decision to not participate. They agreed. (Mr. Harrison confirmed that Ms.
Webb was present during this phone conversation).
February 5, 2021: I received another phone call from Mr. Harrison. They decided that
they do not want to participate in this process. They are aware that the Panel will make
their decision regardless of their participation. I also reminded them that they have the
right to change their minds and participate right up to the time of the hearing. He stated
that they both understood. I told him that I will continue to provide all the information
relating to the case by email. He requested that I include my phone number on the
emails just in case they decide to participate and need to get in touch with me. March
4, 2021: I sent an email to Mr. Harrison reminding him that their Pre-hearing
Disclosure is due by 3:00 p.m. ET.
On February 18, 2021, the Charging Party submitted its Pre-Hearing Disclosure which was
sent to the Charged Parties and Chair Glasson. The Charged Party did not submit a Pre-Hearing
Disclosure by the March 4, 2021 deadline or any time thereafter. The evidentiary materials and
charging documents (“the packet”) were then compiled by Compliance Coordinator Goley and
provided to the parties, Mr. Connors and OEOC panelists on March 5, 2021. The 78-page packet
include links to deals played by the Charged Parties. The Charged Parties provided no pre-hearing
disclosure nor did they provide any written or oral rebuttal to any of the deals included in the
Charging Party’s Pre-Hearing Disclosure.
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EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS PRESENTED
The Hearing
The OEOC hearing convened on March 15, 2021 at 11:00 a.m. by Web-Conference using
Zoom. Chair Glasson presided and panelists Brian Platnick and Greg Humphreys were present.
Marilynn Greenberg was present as Advisor. Charging Party Advocate Ryan Connors was present
via Zoom. The Charged Parties, Joan Webb and Keith Harrison did not appear and therefore did
not offer any defense to the charges. Matthew Weingarten appeared as a witness for the Charging
Party.
After introductions, the Chair invited the Charging Party to make an opening statement.
Mr. Connors stated that he analyzed 64 deals that he asserted clearly demonstrated the exchange of
unauthorized information. He asked the panel members to focus on the bids and plays made, and
not necessarily on the results of the actions, but ask themselves whether the bids and plays could
have been made based upon allowable bridge methods or only through the exchange of
unauthorized information.
Evidence for Charging Party
Mr. Connors provided the following summary of the evidence against Mr. Harrison and
Ms. Webb in his Pre-Hearing Disclosure:
Summary of Evidence
Keith Harrison and Joan Webb are married and live in Trinity, Florida. As of June 30,
2020, they were both Life Masters with just under 5,000 Masterpoints (including about 1,500 gold
points). Mr. Harrison joined BBO on July 31, 2019, and Ms. Webb signed up on March 21, 2020.
Prior to the pandemic, they played frequently in club games. They also played in tournaments
where they preferred the side games.
On June 28, 2020, a member of District 9’s Board of Directors filed a player memo with
the ACBL and alerted BBO of their suspicions that the charged parties were cheating. They did
not provide specific boards as evidence, but they alleged that their bids, leads, and defense
demonstrated unauthorized information. The ACBL investigated their online play, which resulted
in the present recorder complaint and charge letter before this committee. BBO performed an
independent investigation and barred the charged parties on October 2.
The charged parties did not have a convention card posted on BBO. They do not play any
conventions except for basic ones, such as Jacoby transfers and Stayman. They play Strong Jump
Shifts and Negative Free Bids, which are not forcing for some responses at the one and two
levels. They do not appear to use defensive attitude or count signals and almost always play
their lowest spot card. They go out of their way to make Mr. Harrison the declarer, if possible.
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There are five sections of evidence in this packet. Section I provides a summary of scores
from 30 BBO online tournaments they played prior to their suspension. Section II is a preview of
the expected testimony of one witness. Section III includes 17 boards showing unauthorized
information in the bidding. Section IV contains 11 boards demonstrating cheating on opening lead
or in the defense. There is some overlap where boards show more than one category. Section V
shows four complete sessions, where the advocate highlights certain boards as evidence of
cheating. These are not the only suspicious boards in each session. They were chosen to give an
overview of different bids and plays the charged parties made or to explain poor results. Links to
all of the boards in the session are provided for completeness. A letter from Steve Weinstein is
also attached.
Mr. Connors provided the following summary of the results from 30 sessions played by
Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb while playing in ACBL online games on BBO. The 30 sessions were
played between June 20 and July 15, 2020.
Summary of 30 Recently Played Sessions
Keith Harrison and Joan Webb
June 20 – July 15, 2020
IMP Speedball Tournaments (12 boards)
• 8 games played
• +21.42 IMPs average score
lowest score
-2.35
12.16
29.83
30.57

12.18
30.97

Matchpoint Speedball Tournaments (12 boards)
• 22 games played
• 66.49% average score

lowest score
54.58%
59.89%
62.52%
68.69%
73.33%
76.49%

56.05%
61.29%
63.02%
69.29%
73.89%
78.55%

59.37%
62.15%
63.98%
70.00%
75.49%
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21.56
36.42
highest score

59.42%
62.34%
64.83%
72.02%
75.63%

Charging Party’s Arguments
Mr. Connors stated in his opening that he provided a “snapshot over time” in his analysis
of more than 50 of the 78 linked deals in the packet. He asserts that these deals prove that the
Charged Parties shared unauthorized information while playing in 30 ACBL online games on
BBO between June 20, 2020 and July 15, 2020. Mr. Connors called Matthew Weingarten as a
witness. Mr. Connors testified at length at the hearing. His testimony is discussed in detail in
our findings.
PANEL’S FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
The Charging Party bears the burden of proving ethical misconduct to a level of
“comfortable satisfaction”, defined by the CDR as:
“A burden of proof that is met when, after a careful weighing of the evidence and
the facts proved by direct, circumstantial or other evidence, the decision maker has
a comfortable satisfaction that he or she has reached a correct and just conclusion.
It is higher than [the] “preponderance of the evidence” standard but not as high as
“beyond a reasonable doubt”.
Direct evidence, circumstantial evidence, hearsay evidence, witness statements,
mathematical analysis and any other relevant evidence (including evidence from
outside of the ACBL) may be used to establish Comfortable Satisfaction. These
factors go to the weight given to such evidence and not its admissibility.” (See CDR
at pages 2 and 56).
The CDR does not require the Charged Parties' appearance at the hearing nor does it
require that the Charged Parties contest the charges. This lack of participation in the disciplinary
process does not relieve the Charging Party of its burden to “prove ethical misconduct to a
level of comfortable satisfaction” nor does it relieve the Panel of its obligation to decide if the
Charging party has met its burden.
In each case, the Panel has a responsibility to fully explain its decision. In the current case,
where the Charged Parties decided not to contest the charges, the Panel is mindful that the
Charging Party’s arguments cannot simply be “rubber stamped.” The Panel still must carefully
examine all of the evidence and the Panel cannot assume that the Charged Parties’ decision not to
mount a defense is an admission of guilt. The Panel notes that Compliance Coordinator Goley
made every effort to make the Charged Parties aware of their right to contest the charges and
appear at the hearing.
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For all of the following reasons, the Panel finds the evidence of sharing of U/I, in violation
of CDR 3.20, to be overwhelming. The Panel placed significant weight on the many deals which
provided compelling evidence that the Charged Parties were exchanging U/I with each other about
the details of their individual hands coupled with the complete lack of deals where their strange
bidding and defense was contra-indicated by partner’s hand.
First, the Panel finds the testimony of Matthew Weingarten 3 credible and informative. Mr.
Weingarten described his relationship with Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb as “friendly.” He stated
that they played their one-level responses, such as 1C-1S, as non-forcing and failed to alert these
bids until they were told it was required. He stated that it was well-known that Mr. Harrison was
a much better declarer than Ms. Webb and considered to be “one of the better players at the club,
a very strong declarer.” He stated that Ms. Webb was a weaker player, not just in the partnership,
but in the club. Ms. Webb was a much weaker declarer, and would often go down in makeable
contracts and “over time you would see Mr. Harrison playing more boards.” Mr. Weingarten
stated that their defense was usually “strong” and they achieved high finishes, usually 60%, but
their results must be measured against the weaker competition as the club did not have a lot of
strong players.
The Panel gave considerable weight to his testimony regarding their use of negative free
bids, their effort to make Mr. Harrison the declarer because of Ms. Webb’s inferior card-playing
skills and his statement that he was very surprised at their success in the 30 sessions played on
BBO “because it does not correlate to their skill level.”
Second, the Panel finds Mr. Connors’ testimony credible and convincing. Mr. Connors
described the Charged Parties’ results in the 30 sessions played on BBO as “off the charts.”
The results in the IMP Speedball Tournaments averaged 66.48% in 22 Matchpoint Speedball
Tournaments which including eight games at or above 70% (78.55%, 76.49%, 75.63%,
75.49%, 73.89%, 73.33%, 72.02% and 70%) caught the attention of BBO. 4 The Panel agrees
with Mr. Connors’ assertion that the Charged Parties’ extraordinary results do not, as Mr.
Weingarten testified, correlate to their skill level and strongly point to the use of U/I during
the bidding and defense of the deals.

Matthew Weingarten testified on behalf of the Charging Party. Mr. Weingarten is an accomplished
bridge player who has multiple top-ten finishes in NABC Open Pairs. Mr. Weingarten won the Flight
A North American Pairs in 2019. Mr. Weingarten testified regarding his knowledge of the Charged Parties'
skill level and bidding system while playing face-to-face bridge against them at the Clearwater Duplicate
Bridge Club for approximately ten years.
3

4

The Panel notes that BBO conducted an independent investigation and banned Mr. Harrison and Ms.
Webb from playing on BBO on October 2, 2020. The Panel gave no weight to BBO’s decision to
ban the Charged Parties.
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Third, Mr. Connors' prehearing submission provided an analysis of the Charged
Parties' unusual bidding, leads and defensive plays on more than 50 deals. At the hearing, Mr.
Connors provided detailed testimony on nine of these deals. His testimony showed that the
actions taken by the Charged Parties are, for the most part, inexplicable, when measured by sound
bridge methods. The Panel agrees with Mr. Connors that the only plausible explanation is that
the Charged Parties are exchanging unauthorized information by sharing the contents of their
individual hands with each other.
The prehearing submission also includes commentary expressed as “Advocate’s Concern”
on more than 50 of the 78 deals in the record. The commentary points out the bizarre bids (or nonbids), catching partner with “extras” (extra values, extra length, extra values and extra length) or
with nothing (to justify not competing further) strains credulity when ascribed to luck, chance,
misclicking or simply playing bad bridge. The Panel concludes that the Charged Parties’ “off the
charts” results, given the sheer number of inexplicable and wholly unjustified actions that defy,
what might be ascribed to luck or chance, is that they had unauthorized information about each
other’s hands.
Fourth, Mr. Connors' arguments at hearing closely tracked his comments in his
prehearing submission. Some of these deals confirm Mr. Weingarten’s testimony that the
partnership plays negative free bids at the one level and that the auctions are structured to make
Mr. Harrison, the much better card player, the declarer. By example, he noted that Ms. Webb’s
unusual action of bidding 3NT to protect the King of hearts is an exception to their efforts to
make Mr. Harrison declarer and confirms the use of unauthorized information. (See Board 1 on
page 23).
Mr. Connors accurately pointed to a multitude of unusual actions that defy bridge
reasoning and can only be explained by Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb viewing each other’s hands
during the bidding, when making an opening lead and defending. He described their
unusual actions as “striking gold” and noted that the partnership takes “strong positions” and
that some off these strong positions would usually fail but none of these strong positions
resulted in failure in these events. (See pages 15, 22, 24, 29, 30, 33, 36, 47, 49 and 52).
Fifth, we agree with Mr. Connors' description of some of these actions as “risk free”
noting that many of their defensive plays, such as playing King from KQx when partner leads the
suit, or leading the Jack from KQJ on some hands but the King on others while defending is
designed to “fool” declarer but somehow never “fools” partner who always seems to know that
he holds the Queen as well as the King. (See Board 4 on page 35).
The Panel notes that Ms. Webb’s unusual lead of the spade nine from KQ9 found
Mr. Harrison with the Ace of spades and he promptly returned a diamond through declarer’s
AQ finding Ms. Webb with the King. This is highly suspect. (See Board 12 on page 36). On
another deal, Ms. Webb, defending 4H led a low spade from KQJxx finding her partner with
Ax. Mr. Connors described this as “impossible unless she knew he had the Ace.” (See Board 6 on
page 45).
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Sixth, Mr. Connors aptly described the evidence on the “slam deal” as compelling proof of
U/I. Mr. Harrison held ♠AJ98764 ♥10 ♦K5 ♣J96. Ms. Webb held ♠K53 ♥AK8 ♦A63 ♣A1043.
Ms. Webb opened 1C, her LHO overcalled 1H and Mr. Harrison jumped to 6S. Ms. Webb did
not raise to 7S despite having AK of hearts, Ace of diamonds, Ace of clubs and K53 of spades.
The Panel finds the uncanny accuracy in slam bidding can only be attributed to unauthorized
information. The eight deals on pages 15-22 in Appendix ‘A’ detail the proof of U/I on the 6S
slam and other slams.
The Panel concurs with Mr. Connors’ observation that “you would expect them to act
logically, except they constantly take actions that are ‘high risk/high reward’ positions that are
rewarded by UI not logic.” The Panel notes that if a pair planned to collude, one way they may try
to cover their tracks is to employ a system where bids are defined as broadly as possible. This is
consistent with Mr. Connors’ argument that the Charged Parties use negative free bids in noncompetitive auctions to disguise their use of U/I. This treatment is highly unusual as negative free
bids are usually made in competitive auctions.
The Panel agrees with Mr. Connors’ assertion that the Charged Parties' remarkable success
cannot be attributed to the advantage of having better bidding methods as they have no real bidding
methods. The Panel agrees with his assessment that their skill level does not match their
extraordinary results and that their success is attributable to the advantage they gained from U/I
when bidding and defending.
Seventh, the Charging Party investigated four separate ACBL sessions that Mr. Harrison
and Ms. Webb played on BBO and provided links to each of the 48 deals. The Charging Party
then provided analysis of many deals from these four sessions as well as other deals that supported
the charges. One argument of Mr. Connors is that the Charged Parties use negative free bids in
non-competitive auctions to disguise their use of U/I. However, the deals which support this
argument were taken from outside of the 4 complete sessions.
The Panel is sensitive to the fact that investigators must avoid "cherry-picking" deals which
support collusion while ignoring other deals. Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb, like all charged parties,
have access to the same deals and have every opportunity to offer additional deals as evidence.
Charged Parties can call their own witnesses, cross-examine witnesses and introduce their own
evidence.
Because the Charged Parties decided not to contest the charges, the Panel decided to
examine the aforementioned 4 sessions to see if the deals were consistent with the Charging Party's
narrative. Appendix C has 22 hand diagrams. The first 9 are every deal the Charged Party
presented on which Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb opened at the 1-level (excluding NT) and the next
player passed. The next 13 are every deal the Panel uncovered from the 4 sessions where the
bidding started similarly. The Panel finds these additional 13 deals are consistent with the
Charging Party's argument and are strong evidence of collusion.
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Finally, the Panel notes that Mr. Connors’ prehearing submission includes a lengthy
memorandum from Steve Weinstein, one of the top bridge players in the world, titled, “Unmasking
Bridge Cheats” that he submitted to the OEOC on August 11, 2020. The following is a relevant
excerpt:
“If a pair is cheating, study of a group of hands will eventually reveal the telltale signs of
collusive cheating:
(a) Impossible and unexplainable bridge actions that are almost always correct;
(b) Careless or lazy bids and defensive plays that have no consequence;
(c) Inconsistent and wide-ranging style that partner always seems able to field,
or for which partner always produces a suitable hand;
(d) An uncanny ability to get close decisions right;
(e) Inferior technical ability as declarer, far below the standard necessary to
legitimately achieve their results.”
A corollary is, or should be, well known—a great declarer may be a great defender (but
not always), while a poor declarer can never be a great defender. If someone whose
declarer skills are merely average or a cut above consistently produces “wizard” defenses,
they may as well carry around a neon sign flashing “Cheater!” with an arrow pointing
right at them.” (Weinstein Memorandum at 76 in packet).
Steve Weinstein’s memorandum discusses many of the difficulties an investigator or panel
faces when investigating suspected cheaters. He explains a bit about the mindset of cheaters and
consequently, the mindset necessary to investigate. We would like to add to what Steve has
written.
When the OEOC finds that a player or pair has cheated, it is incumbent on the Panel
to write a report which clearly lays out the rationale for the decision. The core of these
reports is analysis of individual deals played by the charged party and why they lead to the
conclusion that the player or pair is guilty of cheating. There are several points we would like to
emphasize:
1. While it’s true that after the opening lead, colluders know all 52 cards when they are on
Defense, but they only actually see 39. Unlike self-kibitzers, colluders still must pay
attention to declarer’s cards. Whether or not a defensive error is exculpatory must be
judged in this light.
2. Colluders sometimes take incorrect inferences from their U/I. Some examples of incorrect
inferences:
(a) A player leads an Ace for no logical bridge reason, finds partner with a singleton, and
continues the suit for partner to ruff. However, a more successful defense would have
been to lead their long suit and shorten declarer’s trumps.
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(b) It is much easier to find the best opening lead when looking at partner’s cards, however
players who have U/I sometimes become fixated on partner’s honor cards and choose
a lead that on reflection, is inferior to other options. A “reasonable” opening lead which
“hits” partner’s high honors, but isn’t necessarily indicated by partner’s overall hand
can be exculpatory evidence. However, if it is judged to be a strange lead, it may be
evidence of collusion.
3. When a pair finds an amazing sequence of plays on defense, is this evidence of cheating?
How can “expert” defense or even good guessing/luck be distinguished from collusion?
One way is to compare the number of lazy plays to the number of lazy errors. Colluders
often forget (or never bother) to think logically about each hand from the perspective of a
clean player. It is not surprising to see inexperienced players make numerous lazy plays.
But it is suspicious when we see numerous lazy plays (obvious errors which don’t cost)
without the expected costly lazy errors. The same approach applies to everyone from
novice to expert, but obviously experts will presumably make fewer lazy plays and fewer
costly lazy plays.
During a hearing, an accused pair may justify their Weinstein-like defensive skills on a
particular deal by, for example, pointing to the nuances of partner’s suit preference signal and how
this led to their amazing sequence of plays. Should this argument be accepted? If logical, then
yes.
However, there can be more to the story. It is important for the investigator and panel to
pay attention to the pair’s carding on all of the deals, even the boring ones. Defensive collusion
can be exposed by inconsistency in carding and especially by inconsistent reliance on partner’s
carding – particularly suit-preference signals, for no logical reason.
Successful “crazy bids”, incredible defensive plays, lazy plays, etc. do NOT mean a player
or pair is cheating. Inconsistent play also does NOT mean a player is cheating. We have all been
“fixed” by a novice – it happens. What should raise our suspicions is when pairs bid and defend
like Steve Weinstein when it matters, but revert to their normal selves when it doesn’t.
The Panel’s independent review of every deal in the packet confirmed the analysis of Mr.
Connors. 5 Additionally, the Panel found “telltale” signs of collusion exactly as described in Steve
Weinstein’s memorandum. Of particular note were “Impossible and unexplainable bridge actions
that are almost always correct” and “Inconsistent and wide-ranging style that partner always seems
able to field, or for which partner always produces a suitable hand.”

Appendix ‘A’ includes 20 deals that show overwhelming evidence of collusive cheating during the
bidding. Appendix ‘B’ includes 18 deals that show overwhelming evidence of collusive cheating on
opening lead and defending after the opening lead is made. Appendix ‘C’ has 22 hand diagrams that
include 13 additional deals that are consistent with the Charging Party’s arguments. Each of the deals in
Appendix ‘A’ and ‘B’ include an analysis by both Mr. Connors and the Panel and a “Movie Link.”
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Therefore, the Panel concludes that there is overwhelming evidence that Mr. Harrison
and Ms. Webb engaged in premeditated collusive cheating during the bidding, on opening lead
and on defense. The Panel determined that the deals in the packet reveal a significant number of
“smoking guns” confirming the use of unauthorized information.
The CDR defines “Collusive Cheating” as:
“An agreement made between two or more people, at least one of whom is a
contestant, or exchange or pass information illicitly. This section includes
agreements made by persons who are not partners or contestants, including, but
not limited to kibitzers or teammates.”
The Panel finds that the Charged Parties engaged in collusive cheating when they agreed
to exchange information illicitly by sharing the contents of their individual hands with each other.
While the method of exchange is unknown, it appears that they colluded by viewing their partner’s
hand on partner’s monitor (or phone) or simply verbally telling each other the contents of their
hand.
For all of the reasons set forth above, the Panel concludes, after carefully weighing all of
the evidence and facts in this matter, that the Charging Party has met its burden.
Accordingly, the Panel unanimously finds, to a level of comfortable satisfaction, that
Keith Harrison and Joan Webb are guilty of the charges. They engaged in premeditated
collusion by repeatedly exchanging information other than through legitimate bidding or other
methods sanctioned by the Laws, contrary to Law 73B2, while playing on BBO between June
20 and July 15, 2020 and thereby violated section 3.20 of the then-applicable CDR. 6
Disciplinary Sanctions
The Panel finds that the Charged Parties' unethical conduct falls within E19 of the thenapplicable CDR and imposes a suspension of two years with a lifetime probation and a loss of
masterpoints earned in the 12 months preceding the last date that they earned masterpoints as a pair
in any online ACBL games. In addition, pursuant to CDR 4.1.6, the Panel is imposing two additional
penalties. The Charged Parties are excluded from playing as partners in all events sanctioned by
ACBL for ten years. Further, the Charged Parties are excluded from playing in all ACBL online
games for five years.

The Panel notes that, after determining that the Charged Parties were guilty of violating CDR 3.20, the
Advisor informed the Panel that neither individual had any previous discipline. The Panel considered this
before deciding on the appropriate discipline. (See CDR, Guidelines for Conducting Disciplinary Hearings,
Section V (H), Hearing Procedures, page 55).
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The Panel is aware that Appendix B, Part One of the CDR, requires a Disciplinary Body
to explain why they imposed discipline outside the range recommended by the guidelines. (See
CDR at page 60). 7 The Panel offers the following explanation:
First, The Panel finds that the collusive cheating in this matter is not covered by E16
(Prearranged partnership collusion by means of signaling to exchange information).8 The Panel
finds that under the then-applicable CDR, the premediated collusive cheating in this matter
properly fits within the parameters of E19 (Cheating and other Ethical Violations not specifically
cited by other sections of this Appendix, CDR 3.20).
Second, the main reason why the Panel decided to impose discipline outside the range
recommended by the E19 guidelines is that the Panel found the recommended discipline,
(suspension followed by probation), was an inadequate penalty given the Charged Parties’
blatant pattern of premeditated collusive cheating.9 The cheating by Mr. Harrison and Ms.
Webb may have started with a few instances of innocent utterances while bidding and
defending but even if that were true it quickly progressed to premeditated collusion. No
doubt, the Charged Parties realized that they were getting good results by sharing the details of
their hands with each other. These Charged Parties essentially engaged in “compulsive” cheating
as shown by the large number of suspicious and incriminating deals in the packet.
Simply stated: The Charged Parties colluded to gain an advantage over their opponents by
sharing their individual hands with each other while playing online. This premeditated collusive
cheating was easily accomplished since they live in the same residence. The Charged Parties, by
not resisting the compulsion to share their hands with each other, ignored the potential
consequences of their dishonest actions and deprived their opponents of the opportunity to compete
on a level playing field.
Third, the Panel imposed the additional exclusion penalties to tailor the severity of the
discipline to the Charged Parties’ blatant pattern of premeditated collusive cheating. The Panel
could have imposed a longer suspension under E19. Even expulsion is an option under E19. But
the Panel is keenly aware of the need to maintain consistency in the imposition of disciplinary
penalties. The Panel observes that consistency does not mean that everyone that is found guilty of
violating CDR 3.20 should receive the identical penalty. The penalties imposed must be based on
the unique facts of each case.

In accordance with CDR 4.16, the Panel fashioned a more severe disciplinary penalty by imposing the
two additional exclusion penalties.
7

The Panel notes that the current version of the CDR makes the distinction between “Collusive Cheating:
Signaling” (CDR 301(A)(1) and “Collusive Cheating: Other” (CDR 301(A)(2). CDR 301(A)(2) is not
applicable to this case but it accurately describes the collusive cheating actions that occurred in this case.
9
In accordance with CDR 4.16, the Panel fashioned a more severe disciplinary penalty by imposing the
two additional exclusion penalties.
8
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The Panel strongly believes that a partnership found guilty of premeditated collusive cheating
deserves additional penalties beyond a suspension and probation. Players who are found guilty of
premeditated collusive cheating should not be allowed to play together as soon as their suspension
is over. Thus, we imposed a penalty that excludes Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb from playing
together for ten years in ACBL events after they serve their suspension.
Fourth, since a player is subject to stronger penalties if they commit an ethical violation
during probation, the Panel also strongly believes that players found guilty of premediated collusive
cheating should be placed on lifetime probation. CDR 4.1.2 provides that a person on probation
“must lose some of the privileges of membership and such that any further disciplinary violation,
whether similar or different, may result in Suspension or Expulsion.”
Finally, the Panel notes that in a recent case, another OEOC panel stated that it was
“concerned that the Charged Parties may belong to a group of ACBL members who may not have
been adequately educated about the impropriety, while playing online in the same room, of either
making audible exclamations about erroneous bids (such as ‘Oops, I meant to open two Spades’)
or simply viewing partner’s hand when it is visible on a separate computer monitor.” The panel
in that case decided that the Charged Parties should be excluded from playing online bridge for
six months and placed on probation for two years. The panel fashioned a milder disciplinary
penalty given the unique facts in their case emphasizing the “inexperience” of the players. The
panel considered the charged parties’ “inexperience” and inadequate ethical education as a
mitigating factor in imposing a more lenient penalty.
In this case, the Panel finds that Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb cannot claim to be inadequately
educated nor can they claim to be inexperienced. Both are very experienced players - Life Masters
with just under 5000 Masterpoints including about 1,500 gold points. The evidence presented does
not reflect a pair who would occasionally forget a convention, then to avoid a bad result, inform their
partner. The Panel finds that the frequency and nature of the strange, yet successful actions of the
Charged Parties is indicative of premeditated collusive cheating and deserving of a more severe
penalty. The Panel finds, given the unique facts in this case, that there are no mitigating factors to
offset the penalties imposed.
The Panel has carefully weighed the evidence and the facts in this matter and is comfortably
satisfied that it has reached a correct and just conclusion. The charge of “Cheating and other Ethical
Violations”, included in CDR 3.20 is sustained.
Approved:
/s/ Bob Glasson
Bob Glasson, Chair
/s/ Brian Platnick
Brian Platnick
/s/ Greg Humphreys
Greg Humphreys
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APPENDIX ‘A”
Evidence of U/I - Bidding
May 20, 2020
BBO Session 1848

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1C with a prime 18 count, and West overcalled 1H. Mr.
Harrison held seven broken spades and five quick losers. Yet he bid 6S without checking for a
spade fit or controls. Ms. Webb did not raise to 7S despite controlling all the suits and holding K53
of trump.
This exemplified their slam bidding. In May and June 2020, they bid 28 slams. They only used
Blackwood twice. None of the slams they jumped to were off two keycards. 24 of the slams
succeeded. Three went down on bad breaks; one was cold, but they went down after failing to pull
trump. For completeness, the two slams where they asked for aces are included on the following
pages.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel finds that the bidding and defense is unusual and evidence of UI.
The 6S bid by Mr. Harrison, given the pattern of conduct cannot be explained as “a shot in the
dark.” Equally indefensible is Ms. Webb’s pass of 6S which the Panel infers is based on her
knowledge that Mr. Harrison had already bid her hand.
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July 1, 2020
BBO Session 9008
Score +1430 (86.13%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison held a 23 count with all four aces. Instead of opening 2C, he
chose 2NT. Ms. Webb transferred to hearts, and he super accepted. Ms. Webb jumped to 6H
despite not having any key cards or the queen of trump. Holding an eight-count opposite partner’s
expected 21, Ms. Webb could easily be off two aces or the first two spades. The auction
demonstrated unauthorized information and their consistent failure to ask for aces.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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May 21, 2020
9075 8
Example of Ace Asking #1

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Over Ms. Webb’s 1D opener, Mr. Harrison bid 4NT and then 5NT. This
appeared to be regular Blackwood for aces then kings. Even though Mr. Harrison held 21 points,
he cannot count to 13 sure tricks without seeing partner’s hand. They regularly open light, so this
was dubious unless he knew she had a fifth diamond and fourth spade. It is unclear why they asked
for aces on this hand, except that it would be too suspicious to directly bid 7NT.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate that knowledge of Ms. Webb’s hand
suggests the 7NT bid, but also acknowledges that the deal is certainly not a “smoking gun.”
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June 20, 2020
4261 1
Example of Ace Asking #2

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison opened 2C with a shapely 17 count and strong heart suit. He
jumped to 4NT, and Ms. Webb responded 5C. In the previous example, they played regular
Blackwood and not keycard. Using that same method, Mr. Harrison should have signed off as they
look to be off two aces. But he bid on, perhaps knowing Ms. Webb gave the wrong response. They
may play keycard here, but it is impossible to know as they did not have a convention card and
jumped to slam on the other boards. Mr. Harrison’s jump to slam is also suspect as he did not know
they had a heart fit or how to cover his spade losers.
Panel’s Comments: This is also not a “smoking gun” but it is consistent with the Advocate’s
concern that Mr. Harrison and Ms. Webb regularly leap to slam without checking for Aces but
partner always has a suitable hand.
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July 1, 2020
BBO Session 8999
Score +980 (+9.68 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison forced to game, and Ms. Webb supported hearts. While Mr.
Harrison held a nice hand, he lacked three key cards, had a weak trump suit, and held shortness
opposite partner’s known strength. Partner is a passed hand and was unlikely to cover his four plus
losers. If he wanted to explore for slam, Blackwood would reveal how many aces or keycards they
were missing. His jump to slam demonstrated unauthorized information.
2C alerted as “just clubs.”
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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July 3, 2020
BBO Session 8264
Score -100 (3.54%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: This board was an example of a jump to slam that went down. Mr. Harrison
chose to open 1C instead of 1NT. Ms. Webb bypassed her spade suit to make a simple club raise,
as it appears, they do not play Inverted Minors. She jumped to game after Mr. Harrison bid spades.
This distortion allowed Mr. Harrison to be declarer, even though they could have achieved the
same result using Stayman. Mr. Harrison jumped to slam and eschewed Blackwood, despite having
no aces outside the trump suit and two quick heart losers. Slam failed when clubs did not split.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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July 3, 2020
BBO Session 8264
Board #4
Score +1460 (97.09%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb passed as dealer with a 10 count and five hearts, a hand that is
within their style to open. This would have made her declarer in a heart contract, however. Mr.
Harrison doubled North’s 2S bid, and South raised to 3S. Ms. Webb made a nebulous double
instead of bidding 4H. It is likely she was trying to avoid being declarer.
Mr. Harrison jumped to 6H without a clear indication of partner’s heart length or strength. He
could have bid 6C if he wanted to gamble on slam. 66 other pairs played in hearts, and West was
always declarer.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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June 10, 2020
BBO Session 1404
Board #7
Score +1370 (80.29%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 2C, and Mr. Harrison responded 2NT. This seemed
consistent with their preference for him to declare. 2NT was risky if he did not know anything
about partner’s shape or if they had heart and club stoppers. Ms. Webb did not check for a heart
fit, and Mr. Harrison did not check for a spade fit.
Instead, Mr. Harrison jumped to 6D despite having four quick losers and no indication of partner’s
diamond holding. The opponents rated to have ten points and could have two aces, the AK of
clubs, or stronger diamonds.
Panel’s Comments: This is also not a “smoking gun” but is consistent with the Advocate’s
concern that they regularly leap to slam without checking for Aces but partner always has a suitable
hand.
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June 19, 2020
BBO Session 6257

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: They had a simple 1C – 3NT auction. This demonstrated unauthorized
information. Ms. Webb jumped to game with an 11-count, even though they regularly open light
with only nine or 10 points. She did not check for a spade fit. The partnership went to great effort
for Mr. Harrison to declare, especially at no trump. A direct NT bid protected the King of Hearts.
Mr. Harrison held extra values with a strong club suit but did not try for slam.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate’s analysis of this deal. While the 3NT
bid isn’t mainstream, this deal isn’t among the deals which the Panel considers strong evidence of
U/I. However, this deal is strong evidence in that it adds context to the Advocate’s case. The
Panel would also like to add that a pair who were not colluding would likely reach 3NT easily but
pairs who collude, especially weaker pairs, often have a different mindset.
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May 24, 2020
BBO Session 8939
Score +100 (+4.71 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1C, and Mr. Harrison did not respond with an 8 count
and five hearts. This risked playing in a poor fit if partner did not have club length or missing game
if partner had extra values. However, this was successful as partner held a minimum hand, club
length, and short hearts.
Ms. Webb led a low spade, hitting partner’s values. Mr. Harrison won the first trick with the King
of Spades, which typically denies the queen. This can deceive declarer, but there is no risk to
partner if they know your true holding. Mr. Harrison shifted to the Four of Clubs, an unusual play
from a doubleton. Ms. Webb won and led back a spade, finding partner with the queen after all.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel finds that the bidding and defense is unusual and evidence of UI.
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May 24, 2020
BBO Session 8939
Score +100 (+2.27 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb overcalled 1S, and Mr. Harrison psyched a 2D response. Ms.
Webb held a fit, maximum hand, and club stoppers, but she did not raise or try for game. On
opening lead, Mr. Harrison did not choose his partner’s suit or their diamond fit. Instead, he
successfully led South’s suit, finding partner with AQ3.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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July 1, 2020
BBO Session 9008
Board #2
Score +110 (76.59%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison opened a modest 1D and then raised spades with only threecard support. Ms. Webb knew to not try for game even with a fifth spade and an opening hand.
In isolation, this would not be indicative of cheating. But the charged parties always get it right
and know when to stay low without inviting.

Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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July 1, 2020
BBO Session 9008
Board #6
Score -140 (77.43%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison held a strong hand with seven hearts. Instead of opening 1H,
he preempted 3H. This showed that he knew partner was broke and they would not miss a game
or slam. It also blocked the opponents’ auction and could cause them to misplay the hand.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate’s analysis of opening 3H vs 1H,
but found this deal lacked evidentiary value in isolation.
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July 3, 2020
BBO Session 8264
Score +450 (86.41%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb held a strong hand and opened 1S. Mr. Harrison bid 2H with
only five points and did not make a simple spade raise. Ms. Webb has a clear slam try but knew to
sign off in game. This also let Mr. Harrison be the declarer instead of playing in spades.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate.
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BBO Session 4653
Board #2
Score +140 (76.05%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison had a typical 1NT response but chose to pass. This could have
led to a missed game or better fit in clubs or hearts. But they never get these auctions wrong, as
there was no better place. Ms. Webb could then rebid 2S safely.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate’s analysis of this deal. Mr. Harrison’s
pass with 7 HCPs is suspicious and suggests the use of UI.
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July 3, 2020
BBO Session 8268
Score +170 (1.67 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: On Board 9, Ms. Webb passed in balancing seat on a hand where many
would bid. Here, her 2S bid is dangerous because (1) she is vulnerable at IMP scoring opposite a
passed hand, (2) North is unlimited, (3) she has a minimum without shortness, and (4) she has a
poor trump suit. Even if Mr. Harrison devalued his heart Queen, his hand is worth an invitation,
particularly vulnerable at IMPs. However, he knew to pass as they are off the top three trumps, a
side ace, and possible diamond ruff.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel did not consider this as one of the stronger hands for the
Advocate’s case. A pair who knew each other’s cards could construct an auction to reach 3NT –
which has 9 easy tricks. Other pairs with no U/I might play 4S. Given the conservative pass
of 2S, the Panel also does not consider this deal as exculpatory.
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BBO Session 3698
Board #5
Score +140 (63.11%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison chose not to invite with his eight count, which included an
ace and a decent suit. South would have accepted the game try. However, game would have
required a miracle in the trump suit and the opponents’ not taking the first three hearts.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel did not find the advocate’s analysis persuasive: passing 2S seems
like a normal MP action.
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July 4, 2020
BBO Session 3698
Score +200 (65.04%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1S with her 18 count. Mr. Harrison had a typical 1NT
response, but instead found 2H with only an eight count and A543 of hearts. He could have bid
1NT or a natural 2C, as they do not play Drury.
Ms. Webb’s pass was unfathomable. Facing even a minimum 2H call, she would want to be in 4H
or higher. Instead, it is clear she had unauthorized information that partner did not have the values
or fifth heart for his bid. They knew to avoid no trump without a diamond stopper.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees this deal is evidence of collusion.
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June 6, 2020
BBO Session 8907
Score +140 (+4.78 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb held a strong 19-point hand and opened 1H. Mr. Harrison
responded with a non-forcing 1S. Despite her extra values and three-card support, Ms. Webb did
not invite game or take another call. Compare this auction to the next example below. They scored
well on this board, as the field went down in 1H or bid too high. 1S alerted as “Non forcing.”
Panel’s Comments: The 1S bid isn’t so abnormal despite only 4 HCPs, however the pass by Ms.
Webb is unusual and evidence of collusion. This is an example of what Mr. Connors called ‘high
risk/high reward’ positions that are rewarded by UI not logic”
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June 7, 2020
BBO Session 7437
Score +140 (99.35%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1C, and North overcalled 1D. Mr. Harrison bid a
nonforcing 1S. Ms. Webb raised to 2S. This demonstrated unauthorized information, especially
compared to the previous example. If Mr. Harrison’s non-forcing bid can be this strong, they risked
missing game above. Yet Ms. Webb knew to pass. Here, she cannot be sure if he has a four or fivecard suit. Instead of passing or rebidding the strong club suit, she knew it was safe to raise. They
received an excellent score. Many pairs went down in higher spade contracts or North South
competed to the four level in a red suit.
Panel’s Comments: While the auction on this deal looks normal, it adds support to the Advocate’s
concern on the previous example.
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APPENDIX ‘B’
Evidence of U/I – Opening Leads/Defending
May 24, 2020
BBO Session 8939

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1C, and Mr. Harrison did not respond with 8 HCPs and five
hearts. This risked playing in a poor fit if partner did not have club length or missing game if partner had
extra values. However, this was successful as partner held a minimum hand, club length, and short hearts.
Ms. Webb led a low spade, hitting partner’s values. Mr. Harrison won the first trick with the King of Spades,
which typically denies the queen. This can deceive declarer, but there is no risk to partner if they know your
true holding. Mr. Harrison shifted to the Four of Clubs, an unusual play from a doubleton. Ms. Webb won
and led back a spade, finding partner with the queen after all.

Panel’s Comments: The Panel finds that the bidding and defense is unusual and evidence of UI.
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June 29, 2020
BBO Session 317
Score +50 (84.11%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: The opponents had a straightforward 2NT – 3NT auction. The defense
contained multiple indicia of unauthorized information.
1. Ms. Webb avoided a diamond lead, which would give away the contract.
2. Ms. Webb led the spade Nine from KQ9 into the 2NT bidder. This did not cost as Mr.
Harrison held the ace.
3. Mr. Harrison switched to the diamond Nine, catching partner with KJ65. The nine usually
denies the ten or strength in the suit.
4. Ms. Webb did not cash any spades but instead led a low diamond away from the Jack.
5. Mr. Harrison did not try to guard hearts in case declarer held length in the suit.
Panel’s Comments: It is possible that a normal heart lead could work just as well as a spade,
however, the Panel agrees with the Advocate’s point 2. The chosen lead is very strange and
strong evidence of collusion.
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June 6, 2020
BBO Session 8907

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb was on lead against 4H. Holding KQJ97 of spades, she led the
Seven. This was impossible unless she knew partner held the ace. On this hand, the standard lead
of an honor would not cost a trick, as partner could overtake and return the suit.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel notes that leading the singleton club should result in down 4. The
low spade lead is evidence Ms. Webb knew her partner’s hand even though a because a more
thoughtful “colluder” would lead a club, as might a “clean” player. Also, Ms. Webb made the lazy
play of discarding on the club. If Mr. Harrison held Jxx of hearts, this would cost a trick.
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June 27, 2020
BBO Session 8977
Score +50 (99.19%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison psyched 1S opener, and Ms. Webb fielded it perfectly. Over
South’s double, she has a clear redouble or 1NT bid. But she knew to pass. On opening lead, Ms.
Webb has a doubleton of partner’s suit. Instead, she knew to lead dummy’s club suit, which hit
partner’s real suit.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel would require many more examples of psychic bids by
Mr. Harrison to find evidence of collusion.
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June 6, 2020
BBO Session 8907
Score -140 (-1.99 IMPs)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb and Mr. Harrison bid diamonds but sold out to 2H. This was
prudent as 3D looks to be down several tricks and may get doubled. Mr. Harrison also knew to not
bid a non-forcing 2C. The red flag on this hand is Mr. Harrison’s opening lead: The Five of Clubs.
He did not lead his partner’s suit and instead chose the five from KQT95. This was dangerous as
South opened this suit. His choice to not lead an honor is indicative that he knew partner had the
jack and a weak diamond holding.
They received a poor score on this hand as the field passed it out.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees that the opening lead was suspicious. The auction was
normal, although Mr. Harrison’s 2D bid was very conservative.
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June 6, 2020
BBO Session 8883
Board #11
Score +100 (+3.47 IMPs)

1NT alerted as “Forcing.”
Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison was on opening lead after the opponents apparently passed a
forcing 1NT. He held a strong heart sequence, but instead chose a middle club. This hit partner’s
strong suit. They took the first three club tricks. Ms. Webb was on lead at trick four. She could
have led another club, establishing her long club when she got in with the Ace of Diamonds.
Instead, she switched to a middle heart, now finding partner’s best suit.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate.
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June 7, 2020
BBO Session 7437
Board #3
Score +150 (84.56%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb was on lead after South showed a strong, balanced hand. She
chose to lead a low heart, hitting partner’s QJT7 sequence. 128 pairs were on lead against 2NT or
3NT after similar auctions. The field led: small spade 75 times (59%), small diamond 41 times
(32%), a small or high heart nine times (7%), or a high club three times (2%).
After dummy played low, Mr. Harrison made the remarkable play of the Seven. This demonstrated
unauthorized information that he knew partner had the Eight. Partner could also have five hearts
and playing low risked blocking the suit if declarer had AK tight.
Declarer let Mr. Harrison in at trick four. He played the Ten of Hearts, seemingly denying a higher
honor. He then knew to switch from hearts to a low diamond, finding partner’s AQ tenace.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate with regards to the opening lead
and Mr. Harrison’s bizarre (and completely unnecessary) play at trick one. Absent other
strong evidence of collusion, playing the H7 would likely be a mis-click. The diamond switch
is logical given the play up to that point.
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June 27, 2020
BBO Session 8977
Score +100 (78.63%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Their bidding was suspicious, as Ms. Webb knew to not try to find a fit in
either major and responded 1NT.
The red flag was Mr. Harrison’s opening lead: he led low from QJT2 of diamonds. This showed
that he knew partner had the King. This is “lazy” cheating, as described by Mr. Weinstein. He
could have led an honor played low on the next round to unblock the suit. They likely wanted Ms.
Webb to be able to lead a club through declarer, but dummy had the King of Clubs.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate.
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July 6, 2020
BBO Session 4653
Board #7
Score +100 (92.86%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb chose to double rather than overcall 2D; this appeared to let Mr.
Harrison declare a diamond contract. Mr. Harrison bid 5D, and the opponents took the push to 5S.
Ms. Webb had a textbook diamond honor lead but chose the one card that can defeat the contract:
The Four of Hearts. Leading that suit could have doomed the defense but was a triumph instead.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel does not consider the double to be unusual or evidence or
collusion. The Panel agrees the opening lead is suspicious.
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June 28, 2020
BBO Session 4689
Board #7
Score +100 (+7.12)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb led the Three of Clubs. It is unknown if they make Attitude leads
against No Trump. The Three makes it difficult for partner to know what to play or how many
clubs she had. On the run of the diamonds, Mr. Harrison discarded his lowest spade.
At Trick Seven, Ms. Webb made the eye-popping play of discarding her Ace of Spades. If declarer
held the King, this would be disastrous. They received a top score because declarer did not take
their nine cold tricks. Instead, they let Mr. Harrison in with a spade to lead a club through declarer.
Panel’s Comments: Discarding the SA was a surprisingly good play given the apparent lack of
any carding methods and the Panel’s observations of Ms. Webb’s play on other deals.
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June 6, 2020
BBO Session 8907
Board #6
Score +200 (83.21%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb overcalled 1S, and the opponents bid to 4H. There was no
indication that Mr. Harrison held any values from the auction. Holding KQJ97 of spades, Ms.
Webb led the 7♠. This unusual lead did not cost a trick as Mr. Harrison held the ace, and the
defense collected three spade tricks. Leading low would also gain if an opponent held Txxx in the
suit.
This is an example of “lazy cheating” as described in Mr. Weinstein’s letter. If Ms. Webb had led
a standard spade honor, Mr. Harrison could have overtaken to achieve the same number of tricks.
Doing so would have weakened his trump holding, though it did not matter on this deal.
A final note is that Mr. Harrison discarded the 3♦. This would seem to indicate standard discards.
Compare this to the next board where a low spot card was encouraging.
Panel’s Comments: The low spade lead is evidence Ms. Webb knew her partner’s hand even
though a more thoughtful “colluder” would lead a club, as might a “clean” player. Also, Ms. Webb
made the lazy play of discarding on the club. If Mr. Harrison held Jxx of hearts, this would cost a
trick.
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June 29, 2020
BBO Session 317
Score +200 (97.71%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb opened 1C, and Mr. Harrison responded 1S despite also holding
four hearts. This was successful as they had a spade fit, but not one in hearts. East overcalled 2D,
and Ms. Webb bid 2S. Mr. Harrison reasonably downgraded his diamond King and did not try for
game. East competed to 3D. Ms. Webb made a penalty double despite having a minimum hand,
4333 shape, Q32 of trumps, and a partner who could not make a game try.
If Ms. Webb led their spade suit, declarer can make the contract. Instead, she chose a low club
from KT6.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate.
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June 15, 2020
BBO Session 535
Board #6
Score +50 (97.13%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison opened a light 1H, and South overcalled 2C. Ms. Webb
preempted with 4H, and North set the contract at 4S. Mr. Harrison had a clear lead of a top heart.
Yet he led dummy’s club suit. This was a successful as Ms. Webb was void and could obtain two
ruffs.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel doesn’t find the auction to be unusual, but agree with the
Advocate’s concern regarding the opening lead.
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June 21, 2020
BBO Session 772
Board #2
Score +300 (88.75%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison doubled 4H. This was dangerous if partner considered it a
takeout double, as he did not have spade tolerance. He can also only see three tricks on defense,
and there was the chance someone had a diamond void.
Instead of a passive trump, Mr. Harrison led the Ace of Clubs. If he were playing partner for a
king, a spade may be better so he can get a ruff. Yet his lead found partner’s singleton. He
continued with his lowest club, which called for a diamond return. Ms. Webb ignored the signal
and led into dummy’s KJ4 of spades.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the Advocate, but notes that assuming Ms. Webb and
Mr. Harrison actual have any legitimate signaling methods, it is not completely clear that the C8
is Mr. Harrison’s lowest. The Panel also notes that for many pairs, returning a low spade would
indicate a suggestion that partner continue spades rather than another club (irrelevant to the result
on this deal).
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June 21, 2020
BBO Session 772
Score +150 (92.67%)

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb was on lead against 3NT. The auction suggested leading a major,
and Ms. Webb held a decent spade holding and heart values. She chose a low diamond, dummy’s
opening suit. This struck upon partner’s values. When declarer played low, Mr. Harrison knew to
not play an honor. This demonstrated unauthorized information that he knew his Three would force
declarer’s singleton Ace. Declarer took a club finesse at trick two. Mr. Harrison declined to win
his King. This could have been costly if partner held Qxx.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate that a spade lead would be normal. The
low diamond from 952 coupled with partner’s playing low from KJT3 is strong evidence of U/I.
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July 4, 2020
BBO Session 3698

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Mr. Harrison was on opening lead and could have led a relatively safe
club or a riskier heart. Instead, he chose to lead his unsupported spade Ace. He held KQJ of
trump so was not interested in trumping spades with his natural tricks.
Ms. Webb played her lowest spot card, as was usual. Mr. Harrison did not continue spades but
shifted to a low club. Ms. Webb won her King and continued the suit, instead of going back to
spades.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees that the lead was unusual, but the club shift and
continuation seem normal. After winning the diamond at trick 5, Mr. Harrison erred by playing
his club – leading a spade would result in down 4.
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July 4, 2020
BBO Session 3698

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: Ms. Webb reasonably did not open 2D holding a four-card major and a
singleton. However, after Mr. Harrison opened 1H she responded 2D. This risked missing a spade
fit or finding diamond shortness. Instead, there was no spade fit, and Mr. Harrison had three
diamonds. There was no easy way to make Mr. Harrison declarer.
Panel’s Comments: While the Panel agrees with the advocate that bidding 2D risks missing a
spade fit, choosing instead to bid the 6-card diamond suit was not unreasonable. The committee
also notes that this hand is a good example of their strategy to avoid Ms. Webb declaring hands.
She did not notice that East discarded a spade, thus losing a trick for no reason.
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July 4, 2020
BBO Session 3698

Movie Link
Advocate’s Concern: East opened a light 1S, and Mr. Harrison had a standard 2H balancing call.
East made a poor decision to bid 3D. No one would have faulted Ms. Webb if she made a penalty
double at this point. But she passed. Instead, the “wrong” hand doubled. Mr. Harrison does not
have extras or shortness to bid again when East was presumably showing a good hand.
Ms. Webb made two dubious plays on defense. At trick three, she led away from her diamond
King. At trick five, she led away from her J9 of spades. Both times Mr. Harrison had the right
cards, so this did not cost any tricks.
Panel’s Comments: The Panel agrees with the advocate with respect to the auction, however,
Ms. Webb’s diamond play at trick 3 was not nearly as dubious as the auction.
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APPENDIX ‘C’ - Evidence of U/I – Negative Free Bids
May 24, 2020 - BBO Session 893 - Board #4

June 6, 2020 - BBO Session 8907- Board #7

June 19, 2020 - BBO Session 6257 - Board #1

July 1, 2020 - BBO Session 8999 - Board #8
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July 1, 2020 - BBO Session 8999 - Board #1

July 1, 2020 - BBO Session 9008 - Board #2

July 3, 2020 - BBO Session 8264 - Board #6

July 3, 2020 - BBO Session 8264 - Board #8
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July 6, 2020 - BBO Session 4653 - Board #2

28-Jun-20 - BBO Session 4689
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29-Jun-20 - BBO Session 317
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3-Jul-20 - BBO Session 8268
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4-Jul-20 - BBO Session 3698
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